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Jury Named To Try
ALF Demonstrators
’1 Vele jurors, eight men and
four women, were selected late
Thursday in Municipal Court to
decide the fate of six SJS American Liberation Front (ALF) mem-

Exchange Corps
Needed Vaughn
Peace Corps volunteers may
soon be admitted to Communist
nations, Peace Corps Director Jack
Hood Vaughn predicted in an Associated Press interview in San
Francisco, Thursday.
Vaughn, who appeared on campus Friday to open the SJS Peace
Corps Week, said he thought the
United States should be willing to
receive exchange volunteers from
Communist countries.
The director said that volunteers
would have to keep out of politics
when that comes.
Returning volunteers will be at
a table on Seventh Street in front
of the cafeteria.

bers arrested in Marine table demonstrations Oct. 10.
A day an da half of screening
by Deputy District Attorney Jack
Komar and John Thorne, defense
attorney, ended when Judge William J. Harris swore in the panel.
Thorne quizzed potential jurors
as to their feelings about students
who became involved in demonstrations to support their beliefs.
Komar asked whether they felt
DR. GERALD WHEELER
strongly either way about the mili. . . newly appointed
tary.
Ira Meltzer, former ASH Attorney General, faces three misdemeanor charges- --battery, resisting
arrest, and disturbing the peace.
James Hurst, 22, Nick Kopke,
25, last election’s presidential hopeful, and Richard Kaufman are accused of resisting arrest and disturbing the peace.
Coeds Connie Kurz, 23, and Adria
Louie, 19, are charged with malicious mischief.
Dr. Gerald E. Wheeler, profesBruce Jones, a non-student, faces
sor of history, has been named to
a resisting count.
the newly created position of Assistant Academic Vice President
at SJS.
Presently serving as acting
chairman of the SJS Department
of History, Dr. Wheeler will assume his new duties on a part
time basis until the spring semesper cent of Gov. George Romney ter, effective immediately.
of Michigan.
In his new position, Wheeler
The President’s ability to han- will assume responsibility for facdle race relations brought "little ulty affairs, including retention
or no" confidence marks from 51 and promotion procedures for
per cent of those surveyed. How- faculty members.
ever, more than 32 per cent said
A member of the SJS faculty
they have little or no confidence since 1957, Dr. Wheeler received
in any of the possible candidates his RA., M.A. and Ph.D. degrees
in that area.
from the University of California.
In other political events Thurs- He previously taught at the Colday, George Wallace, Alabama’s lege of Holy Names, the Univerformer governor, spoke in Toledo, sity of California and the U.S.
Ohio and was met with what one Naval Academy.
aide called the worst demonstraDuring his tenure on the San
tion he has ever encountered.
Jose faculty, Dr. Wheeler has
Nine persons were arrested served as assistant to the Dean of
after fighting broke out between Graduate Studies, acting Dean of
hecklers and police. They were part Graduate Studies and chairman of
of a mostly Negro group of about the Academic CounciL
100 that jeered through the first 15
In 1967 he was one of eight
minutes of the speech. Most of
professors named for the Disthe 2,200 persons in the audience
tinguished Teaching Awards, given
appeared to favor Wallace and
for excellence in college teaching.
tried to drown the boos with apIn 1963-64 he was a Fulbright
plause and cheers.
lecturer in American Studies at
Wallace arrived in Ohio Wedat the University of the Philipnesday for a week-long tour of
pines and the Lyceum of the
six of the state’s cities. He says
he is testing support for a larger Philippines.
Dr. Wheeler has also authored
campaign if he decides to run for
the presidency on an independent, two books on naval history: "An
Outline of World Naval History
states rights ticket in 1968.
In Michigan, Gov. George Rom- Since the 16th Century" and
ney said he will go to Detroit’s "Prelude to Pearl Harbor."
Veterans Memorial Building Nov.
18 to tell the nation’s voters
whether he will seek his party’s
presidential nomination,
SACRAMENTO (AP)
A 15Observers said the trip may well
be a sentimental journey. Romney month-old elephant purchased
announced his first candidacy for from a London store arrived in
governor during a speech in the Sacramento today as a gift to Gov.
Reagan f rom exiled Albanian
building in 1962.
Meanwhile, Shirley Temple royalty.
Black visited Sacramento,
breakfasted with Republican legislators and was introduced on the
floors of the Senate and Assembly.
Democratic legislators, complaining it was unprecedented for a
candidate for Congress to speak
By JOYCE AUGITSTIN
to lawmakers so soon before the
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
election, introduced a resolution
The California Democratic
inviting other candidates in Mrs.
Council (CDC) will begin musBlack’s distr:et to address the
tering student support tomorrow
Senate also.
in its bid for an anti-Johnson
peace delegation to the Democratic National Convention next
year.
But San Jose attorney John
Chargin, former chairman of the
An SJS coed was sexually as- Democratic Party Central Comsaulted Thursday night while on mittee, feels they have little
her way from an Eleventh Street chance for success. "Splinter
sorority house to visit her boy- groups have never been successful in the past," he said.
friend at a nearby fraternity.
CDC, together with the ComSan Jose police said she was
accosted at knife point by, an as- mittee for a Democratic Altersailant and taken to the rear of an native, campus Democratic Parold house in the 300 block of S. ty volunteer organization, has
schduled a "Town Meeting" toEleventh.
She was treated at a nearby morrow night at 7:45 in Morris
hospital for a cut on her right Dailey Auditorium.
hand and released.

History Prof
Dr. Wheeler
Is Promoted

Distrust of Johnson
Shows in Gallup Poll
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Most Americans have little confidence that President Johnson, or
any other politician for that matter, has the ability to handle the
war in Vietnam successfully.
The Gallup Poll, in a survey
conducted for the National Broadcasting Co., reported 48 per cent
of the persons responding said
they have "little or no" confidence
in Johnson’s ability to bring the
war to a successful conclusion.
Only 20 per cent said they had
a "lot of confidence," and another
28 per cent said they have limited
confidence.
But none of the potential Republican candidates fared better
than the President. Only 10 per
cent said they have a lot of confidence in the war-handling abilities of Gov. Nelson Rockefeller
of New York or former Vice President Richard M. Nixon, nine per
cent were fully confident of Gov.
Reagan, four per cent of Sen.
Charles Percy,
and three

Loneliness Topic
Explored Tonight
By Dr. Karl Stern
The study of loneliness will be
explored further tonight at 8 in
Morris Dailey Auditorium by lecturer Karl Stern, M. D. The lecture Is free to all students.
Dr. Stern is a professor of psychiatry at the University of Ottawa and an associate professor of
psychiatry at the University of
Montreal. He also serves as psychiatrist in chief at St. Mary’s
Hospital in Montreal.
Educated in Germany, Dr. Stern
left in 1936 on a grant from the
Medical Research Council of Great
Britain.
He first went to Canada in 1939
and was a lecturer in neuropathology and an assistant neuropathologist. Later he became a professor of psychiatry at the Allan
Memorial Institute of Psychiatry
at McGill University.
During the period from 1951 to
1959, Dr. Stern served as the
Canadian representative on the
Board of Governors to UNESCO
Institute for Education.
This is the final week of the
"Anatomy of Loneliness" series
sponsored by the College Union
Program Board. The seminar will
end Friday with a blues project
featuring performer "Doc" Wat-
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Gift for Reagan

L.A. College Editor Threatened
For Printing of Word ’Negro’
LOS ANGELES (AP) Plainclothes police guarded the office
of the California State College at
Los Angeles student newspaper
Friday after militant Negroes allegedly threatened the paper’s
editor.
Eight Negroes claiming to be
members of the Black Student
Union marched into the paper’s
office and demanded that editor
David Shelburne stop using the
word "Negro" in stories, said Bob
Lerner, campus public relations director.
When Shelburne, 21, of Glendale, refused, an African - robed
spokesman for the Negro group
told Shelburne he will "face the
political consequences of your decision," Lerner said.
Los Angeles Police Department
officers were called in to supplement campus police Lerner said,
in view of Monday’s attack on the

College student newspaper in an
Invasion of his office.
Willie Brown, a Negro Democrat Assemblyman who acted as
their attorney, said three more
accused in the raid on The Gator
offices last Monday, would surrender over the weekend.
Some 25 students picketed the
Hall of Justice as the six surrendered.
And a white picket line appeared at The Gator office on the
campus. Dean of Students Feed
Reddel said they were protesting
policies of editor James Vaszko.
He wasn’t sure of their precise
complaint.
Vaszko and Lynn Ludlow, parttime journalism instructor, were
injured in Monday’s raid.
Those surrendering on charges
of conspiracy and assault were
headed by Benjamin Stewart, 23,
head of the Black Students Union
on the campus, and George Murray, 21, head of the BSU’s student
body tutorial program.
The other four declined to say
whether they were members of
the BSU.
Municipal Judge Albert Axelrod
set ball at $315 each.
Among those sought is Jack
Alexis, 24, organizer of an afterCollege received an AFT chapter. school tutorial program for miPlans for Stanislaus, Dominguez nority children of the San Mateo
Hills, and San Luis Obispo State City School District. SuperintendColleges should be completed by
the end of November, according
to Hutchinson.
"The Academic Senate poll on
collective bargaining last spring,
received a setback at these four
colleges because there was no AFT
local established there," HutchinPetitions requesting January
son said.
commencement ceremonies are beThe stepped-up campaign for ing circulated to convince Presicollective bargaining was called for dent Robert D. Clark that enough
in response to the Board of Trus- students are interested to merit
tees refusal to grant an election the expense.
to determine faculty sentiment on
Senior business major Jim Earnthis issue.
hardt said he hopes at least 400
"We’re aiming at getting enough of the prospective 1200 winter
faculty organized to exert pres- graduates will sign the petitions
sure on the trustees," said Dr. at booths on Seventh Street and
John Sperling, president of the in front of Spartan Bookstore.
AFT College Council.
President Clark said he was not
The intensified recruiting drive aware that January commencebargainwill carry the collective
ment ceremonies were wanted,
ing message to faculty through Earnhardt said.
meetings and literature. Seven
Earnhardt maintained that the
full-time AFT organizers currently petitions will indicate there is
are seeking to ascertain problems enough interest to merit the cerein education on each state college monies.
campus. Sperling calls this an
Additional costs would be minim"educational campaign."
al because cap and gown fees are
AFT
paid
by the students and the presiA joint meeting of the
Advisory Council and the College dent’s reception would be the only
Council on Nov. 17 will formulate college expenditure, according to
plans for the next step in the Earnhardt.
College policy presently allows
campaign.
Norman Swenson, chairman of January graduates to participate
the Advisory Council and president in June commencement, but Earnof the Chicago College Teacher’s hardt said many graduates are unUnion will advise on strategy for able to return to San Jose, lose
the collective bargaining campaign the spirit of the occasion or don’t
feel rapport with June graduates.
in California.
San Francisco State College newspaper staff by militant young Negroes. Editor Jim Vaszko was hospitalized.
The Negro group spokesman was
identified by Lerner as Anthony
C. Ashley, 23, a senior sociology
major who prefers to be called
Ayuko Babu.
Ashley demanded that the paper
Instead use the words "black" or
"Afro-American" instead of "Negro."
Shelburne refused, telling him
that "Negro" Is the most common
form used by the news media and
the general public. He said the
Daily College Times identifies the
race only when it’s pertinent to
the story.
*
* *
In San Francisco six Negro
youths surrendered Friday on
charges of attacking the white
editor of the San Francisco State

More AFT Chapters
Needed To ’Fill Void’
Four new local chapters are
needed to "fill a void" in the
collective bargaining campaign
now under way by the American
Federation of Teachers (AFT), according to Bud Hutchinson, executive secretary of the AFT College
Council.
So far only Humboldt State

Church Withdraws
Speech Invitation
To Bishop Pike
NEW YORK (AP) -- The Rt.
Rev. James A. Pike’s involvement
In spiritualism has caused the rector of St. Thomas Episcopal
Church to withdraw an invitation for Pike to preach at the
church.
The rector, the Rev. Fedrick M.
Morris, said "the publicity has directed attention away from Bishop
Pike’s original message or reform
and impatience with ecclesiastical
officousness."
"I don’t want people coming to
St. Thomas just because they
might hear some sensational revelations," he said.
Pike, former bishop of the Episcopal Diocese of California, attracted wide attention in September when he said he believed he
had communicated with his dead
son through mediums on at least
half a dozen occasions.

Winter Graduation
Ceremony Sought

CDC To Muster Support at ’Town Meeting’

Coed Assaulted
At Knife Point

Scheduled to speak at the
meeting is John Thorne, the
San Jose attorney representing
four SJS students charged with
disrupting the Oct. 3 ROTC
drill.
Other speakers include Dagmar Wilson, president of the
Woman’s Strike for Peace;
Madeline Duckles, chairman of
the Vietnam Summer for Northern California and Si Casady,
CDC past president.
The CDC hopes to defeat the
three other slates (Johnson,
Wallace and Yorty), to appear
on the June Democratic primary
ballot to elect delegates to the
nominating convention, said
"Peace Slate" campus chairman
Pat Ingleby.
If the Peace Slate delegation
Is elected, California will be

committed to a peace platform
at the national presidential convention.
The formal CDC Peace Slate
consists of the following points:
1. cessation of bombing of North
Vietnam; 2, negotiation with all
parties concerned including the
National Liberation Front, leading to U.S. withdrawal, and 3.
international guarantees of nonintervention in Vietnam.
"Johnson has to win on the
first ballot," said Gene Lokey
CDC steering committee member. "If we can stop him on the
first ballot then the convention
will he wide open and perhaps a
true peace candidate will come
forward."
When asked if the CDC would
support Johnson if he came out
for a peace platform, Lokey

said, "We are distrustful of
Johnson but we will support
anyone who takes the CDC
Peace Slate pledge."
Campus CDC Chairman Pat
Ingleby said that Democratic
organizations in approximately
20 states are organizing peace
slate movements.
CDC provides an opportunity
for students to have direct involvement and representations
on the June primary ballot he
said. Students 18 and older can
gain positions on the Democratic
party delegation, he added.
The California State Poll indicates that the Peace Delegation has 39 percent of the Democratic vote. Johnson has the lead
with 42 percent and 19 percent
are undecided.

ent Harold R. De Pue, suggested
that he withdraw from the program until charges against him
are resolved.
Reasons for Monday’s raid have
never been clarified.
Vaszko published a signed front
page editorial Friday demanding
that the Black Student Union be
banned from the office.
A thousand copies of the paper
were hijacked. Rumors were circulated that the papers would be
burned at a campus rally.
*

*

*

LA, SF Editors
Confer on Negro,
Press Problems
By WYNN COOK
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Editors of two state college
newspapers which were targets of
Black Student Union (BSU) activities last week attempted to
pinpoint common problems during
a half hour phone conference Friday afternoon.
David Shelburne, of L.A. State’s
"State College Times," and James
Vaszko, of San Francisco State’s
"Golden Gater," could only conclude that a dangerous situation
exists which "will get worse before it gets better."
Vaszko was beaten up by BSU
students in the "Gater" city room
last Monday, climaxing friction
between the Negro group and the
paper which had existed for some
weeks. BSU claims the "Gater"
has been slighting them in coverage of campus organizations, according to SFS authorities.
Friday, the BSU group at L.A.
State demanded the "Times" stop
using the word "Negro" in its
articles. Local police were called
in to halt a replay of the SFS
incident.
Vaszko said, "We do make mistakes," but added he felt the
"Gater" was doing the "best job
of unbiased reporting in many
years."
"I’m afraid this is just the beginning," said Shelburne. "In America there is a trend that could
develop into something very
bloody."
"There is no communication. It
seems the only way BSU can
speak is with its fists, and the
best we can do is answer with
police arrests," Vaszko added.
Shortly after the "Cater" city
room brawl, Vaszko, who suffered
a kidney injury, said he asked a
BSU member why the group had
attacked him. "He replied he didn’t
know why," Vaszko said.

Justice Department
Opposes Induction
Of War Protestors
WASHINGTON (AP) -- Justice
Department officials reportedly
are strongly opposed to a Selective
Service System plan to induct antiwar protesters who violate the
draft law, rather than use the
courts for prosecution and appeal.
Sources also say the Selective
Service System, headed by Lt. Gen.
Lewis B. Hershey, doesn’t think
the Justice Department is prosecuting vigorously men charged
with violating the law.
Hershey’s office has prepared
for legal study an order that would
change the definition of a draft
delinquent to cover anyone who
destroys his draft card or disrupts
the drafting process.
Delinquents are automatically
put at the top of induction lists,
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By JOHN POIMIROO
San Franciscans voted "No" on Proposition P. and now hawks are declaring that
they have won a major victory.
This is not so. It is far from realistic to
over-extend the results of that ballot. The
real question involved was not whether the
American people are satisfied with current
policy in Vietnam, but rather are Americans willing to retreat from an established
commitment?
Apparently they are not. The proposition said: "Shall it be the policy of the
people of the city and comity of San Francisco that there be an immediate withdrawal of
troops f
Vietnam so that
the Vietnamese people can settle their own
problems?"
President Johnson has stated that he
feels the American people want our forces
to stay and fight there. There has been no
form or statement to substantiate this contention, until the San Francisco ballot.

Staff Editorial

Draft Apathy
it. Gen. Lewis B. Hershey and the
Selective Service System he directs
stand as dual symbols of the creeping
apathy vs huh douninates our nation.
The draft
tnentv year,
the app.irent
gives a olanin
our nalimt.-

systole we have had for
is shameful testimony to
fart that no one really
N1hal IlappenS to many of
most promising yeung

Men.
The generation that preeeded ours
es idently cares very little about improving our military system and its
criteria for selection. They experienced NX
II and the Korean Con flirt. and very few Moved to streamline a military machine that will obion-lv be needed for years to come.

kpparently Ilershey doesn’t care.
Ile has bad control of the censcription
sv -tem for decades. but his military
mind hasn’t seen the need for change:
or netybe he doesn’t like to make ripples.
And it seems today’s generatiom is
for the moist part too concerned aboout
other thing- to initiate constructive
chanp.. 5,115 groMps have conducted
excellent infoirmationt forums on the
draft and most students walked by
w idiom( more than -econd glance.
The LF and other activ i-t groups
have attempted
drafting and
recruiting operation-. This iolate. an
nolividuars right to enlist or he
drafted. SO this kind of arils ity has
only alienated public opinion. Disruption tactics have only caused our
itatriotie public to scream. "Draft all
those bums."
Shirley Temple Black has strong
feelings about the draft. She wants to
end the Vietnam conflict "before my

son has to serve." This kind of thinking only aggravates a social disease
that for years has supported a policy
of sending its young men to fight the
battles.
Our current draft calls, even at the
height of Vietnam act’ , have selected leSS than hut If of all men classified as available" for military service.
These men are drafted for two
years. oluring which they have I. ’ted
cointrool of their lives. Our high government officials tell us this enables
the rest to etintrol their destinies but
soomehow that rings sour.
It
st ring extremely sour in the
ears of a theology student who should
be an krtny chaplain’s assistant, but
instead is forced too hear arms against
a strange enemy. Pre-med students
end up greasing trucks because of
an loutlandish manpower procurement
program that almost never considers
personal aptitud es. Misassignments
such as these are the rule rather than
exception for the average draftee.
Hershey is going to grow a little
older before the draft law gets any
better. Innocent men will continue to
lose their lives in Vietnam and other
fromts if the draft rentains unchanged.
A military machine may always be
needful. as well as sonic system of provioling manpower. Th, point is neither
approaches a minimum degree of effectiv elle* :mil fairness.
At least -nine people are saying
"Hell No. 0 Won’t Go!" Where are
the coontitle-- middle class masses who
should feel ,00tnewhat outraged about
this outmoded system? Can not they
at least come up with a meek, "We
won’t go until Ilershey goes"?
W. C.

Faculty Power Struggles
Don’t Acknowledge Student
,14111\ 14)1111I110

Here:1111i. a ,try excellent teaelter is as
refii-eil tenure at I hi- college hecati-e
failed to attempt to complete her doetorale. It did not matter to the department
that thilicr i. init %dill can
I, her student.. It is oulforne
nide

?kit

Illi

occurred.

struggle of acemmilativ
knot., kft2t. met’ actual praeticalils
re
fused to acknowledge the needv a file
The

lioNer

Ft Udell .
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Thrust and Parry

Hershey’s Latest Directive
’Now No Doubts on Draft
As Coercion Instrument’
Editor:

If anybody had any lingering doubts that
the draft is an instrument of social and political coercion, these must surely have been
dispelled by Gen. Hershey’s latest directive
that students who disrupt recruiting operations or refuse to carry classification cards
can be moved to the top of the draft list.
An official of the local draft boards went
even further than Gen. Hershey. He is quoted
by the Spartan Daily as having said "a deferment is given because it is to the national
interest. Interference with the recruiters can
be considered a violation."
Who is to decide what is in the national
interest? If interference with recruiting is
"not in the national interest" cannot the same
be said of any form of dissent? This indeed
is maintained by the likes of Sen. Bradley.
It appears that the political freedom of anybody eligible for the draft can now be taken
away at the whim of a government official.
So much for free speech and due process,
Craig Harrison
Asst. Prot of Philosophy

’Whites Deserve Credit
They Demand We Give’

Stall Comment

There
tor -itch thing as a ,Iirrlent. at
tlii4 college.
ir are tc-t tithes, nothing less. nothing
noire.
Suppo.edly. higher education is a %ohmtary condition. We ask for education. It is
loot loomed upon us.
1111
ill, -..teni ha- irresocalds eats
celled the right id die nludent to na)
aloud t ii.. education St hich lit. re-

Ah will open the door ... Ah will
"... Ah will open the door
Ah will ..."
open the door .

Editor:

The loss of thi. teacher 11u one of the
aborii )))) s of academic justice committed Ivy that power struggle.
lIart re-pon-ilde -indents. with knowledge
of student eoncorois and logical correlation of the facts been involved, then perhaps the real coneerns of the citizens of
this scholastic ro llllll unity could have been
help. f
most atrocious

Let its aevept this: the students are the
only ones who matter in selecting courses
and teachers. It does not matter that we
him, a do.tor of -otriething, if he cannot
teach it.
Students sh,old realize that unless we
.taritl in one --Indent
," then there
Anil! tuver be recognition of what the needs
of the -tridents are,
ir
he represented in every panel
and on every committee
.erning the
students directly. Why? Because no matter
who is to form administrative policy, no
matter who has the power now, there is
only one person. %%Inch this policy directly
concerns the student.
Pre4ently there is action by sonic students In achie%e recognii
in the functin not want to
tion. of the college.
milv want to show
teach ale
Ihe

administration

that

more imporlant lo leach,

s

limes

it

is

than to be placed

first.
ol for the goals of in
If the college .
’119.11n,. 111. siiiiletil. rather than
dorioiai.
. then I feel that
prestige would whiplash in, taavertheleaa.

I grow increasingly concerned over the
manner in which associate professor Harry
Edwards is conducting his campaign against
"Racism" on the S.IS campus.
In the Nov. 7 issue of the Spartan Daily,
Saying, "I am a militant
1.:(1warriS IS
with reason." Ili goes on to say that the
reason is because whites have no conscience
when it comes to blacks.
Is it possible that a supposedly intelligent
sociology instructor can possibly believe that
violence can actually take precedence over
rational intercourse on a college campus? I
think that Mr. Edwards should at least give
us, the whites, the same consideration and
credit that he demands that we give him and
his blacks.
I also find it hard to believe that this man
whose every word reeks of racism has the

gall to point his prejudiced finger at an entire student body and administration, shouting accusations of racism and prejudice.
Mr. Edwards, you have gravely insulted the
intelligence of the students and administrators of this campus. In order for any group,
no matter what its race, religion or political
or social affiliation, to obtain the respected
recognition of the society in which it lives,
it must, I repeat, it must first merit it. I
hardly think that burning the football stadium
and fraternity row demonstrates the required
merits.
Chariton W. Stephens, A15783

’Communist Conspiracy
Is All Very Clear Now’
Editor:

Mr Dillons’ kind letter in Thursday’s Spartan Daily was strangely upsetting to me. I
had always thought the Communist conspiracy did involve a deliberate plot to break
down the moral values of Americans. I now
understand that this was simply a curious
turn of mind, produced by my overwhelming
fear of the Great Red Menace that I learned
of in my childhood. It’s all so clear now, and
I do hope that I have not inflicted my
paranoia on anyone else.
I had thought that the successful existence
of a free society depended in a large measure
on the character of the individuals in that
society, and it seemed quite reasonable to
think that moral degeneracy of the Individual
would ultimately undermine the society.
As a result of these recent illuminations
I have come to see much of my folly as the
result of fears and boredom, such as thinking
that Mr. Reagan isn’t really a "reactionary,"
and respecting some of Mr. Rafferty’s views,
etc. However, I realize that I still have a
long way to go to rid myself of the "Bradley
syndrome," so in all sincerity, I’m going to
swear off orange juice and see a psychiatrist
(perhaps Mr. Bradley will go with me). Thank
goodness for your concern, Mr. Dillon, and
the similar concern of others along this line.
I make no justification for the contents of
this letter, other than that ridicule and
mockery can sometimes be answered only by
more of the same, or silence, and I found
silence difficult.
John Peterson, A15853

Staff Comment

’Won’t Think About Smoking’
By RAY BURTON
Cigarettes race around the walls of the
room. Nlatelies. heads glowing with white
heat, chase madly after. A scuffle ensues,
match to cigarette, billows of gray smoke
surround the bed. A deep breath --satisfaction. Satisfaction, lint still empty feeling, anxiety, tightne,s in chest, nervousness, something lacking.
I
alarm clock. Wake tip and sit on
side of hed. Dream didn’t help. Still suffering wiilidrawal.

l

WWI [hue ipiil :k ester-

da%.
Rush In lin everv thing so SV011’t think
about smoking. Don’t think at t it, don’t
Eat, dress.
get reminded. won’t need
drive to campus. Empty feeling in I
Li"

IttfoN 0 Wipl.se.

Conspiracy. Everything points to amok-

ing, won’t let anyone stop. Billboard. Beautiful white teeth smile through cancerous,
gray fumes.
Eyes gain perception. Spot smokers in
crowd. Everyone has a cigarette in hand,
rushing to clam Butts cover the sidewalks.
Matches all around, burnt, spent to ignite
another fag.
Many reasons to stop. Maybe one right
now wouldn’t hurt. Stop! That way lies
insanity, or even cancer. Save money, smell
better, feel better, taste better.
Third day, hope returns. May survie
this ordeal. Can breathe through nose
today. Empty feeling lessens. May make it.
Success! Today marks first day without
withdrawal symptoms. Have it made!
111tI Mind
if I sink
One question!
I)?
tny tl

DOCUMENTED SUPPORT
Now the Johnson administration has
documented support, from one of the nation’s most liberal major cities, that the
United States should honor its commitment. No doubt, this ballot will be capitalized upon. by hawks in either camp.
It is unfortunate that all this will happen because of the unthinking, immature
actions of a few politically tinconservative
nincompoops. It was they who raised a
Ho Chi Minh banner in the headquarters
of "Yes on Proposition P."
It was this is lit) worded the proposition
incorrectly and it was they who decided
the results of the proposition far before
the ballot was made.
Through their lack of public relations,
the people of San Francisco developed negative attitudes toward what could have
been a very important Steil toward the end
to the war.
I contend that Americans are Americans,
and they’ will he such until they die. Some
chuckle when the nat al anthem is
played. some laugh at patriotism, and some
mock the importance of our flag. But these
people are not the majority.
UTING GAME
raise a banner with Ho Chi Minh’s
picture on it only defeats the cause. That
cause was to show that the people of this
country are tired of uselessly sitting on
their tails and playing a waiting game.
Either we want to move toward escalation,
or we want to let them decide for themselves, or we want to negotiate now, but we
don’t want to continue our present policy.
We are not communists. If we do not
agree with the present gmernment, that
does not necessarily mean that we are subversive or alien. Only a bigoted fool would
assume that.
We are Americans and we want what is
best for our country. There is the person
who wants increased bombing of North
Vietnam. And there is the person who
wants immediate withdrawal from Vietnam. If Inith are worried about this country, and what might happen to it, neither
of them is more patriotic than the other.
They have the same basic goals.

T.

DEBT TO WORLD
I want what is best for this nation. I
don’t want c iiiii monist». This nation represents the freest and most individual-directed nation in the world today. I ant
proud of this, but we cannot forget what
we owe to the world, aml not just to ourselves. This is where the real problem is
centered. We owe the world logical empiricism.
When we let false patriotism cloud our
minds, when we allow ourselves to become
confused by emotion, and when we allow
ourselves to be indoctrinated by any group,
without researching the issues, then we are
in grave position to decay.
This sermon is not directed at any one
group. It is an outgrowth of all conditions
prevailing in this nat . It is the not growth of thought in the country 10(1.’1.
We are Amerieattn, let it. al.t like

ieans If we are wrong, lei Ils talk ara
.allv and try to change these faults.
If we are right, let us explain to others
why we have decided to act so.
Tel ii. not he classified as hawks or
doves, lout oundes :train, and let to- act lois
tubs I3.

wee

Sit till’ 55 Ii %Iff.S-3

Dumke Visitslm0thaY.-"b"15167
SJS Students L.A. Therapists Introduce
In Madrid ,New Group Psychotherapy

IN MADRID - Chancellor and Mrs. Glen S.
Dumke (in center) visit with SJS students studying at the University of Madrid under the State
College International Overseas Program. From

left to right are: Alejandro Alvarez, Karen
Michaeloff, Eliette Lallemand, Suzanne Kaiden,
Ruben Gonzales, and Joan Murphy.

Dr. Doell, Geophysicist,
Slated To Talk Wednesday

S1GC/’

Dr, Richard R. Doell, chief of Wednesday afternoon at 1:30 in Si
branch of Theoretical Geo- S258, and again Thursday afti
physics, U.S. Geological Survey, noon at 12:30 on "The Usage H
Paleomagnetism."
will lecture on
The Magnetic
Dr. Doell joined the U.S. GeoField of the Earth" Wednesday logical Survey in 1958 as a goo- h
night at 8 in S258.
physicist in charge of the l,1,
Dr. Doe11’s appearance is spons- Magnetics Laboratory at :\ ;111,
ored by the geology department Park.
as part of the national Visiting
He has focused his research iri
Scientist Program.
the earth’s magnetic field in tly
He also will lecture on "Revers- past through analysis of tly
als of the Geomagnetic Field" remnant magnetism contained in
rocks.
the

IIUBB
BARBER
SHOP

TODAY
Alpha Phi Omega, 7:30 p.m.,
EN247. Pledges in EN250.
Geological Society, 7 p.m., S258.
Symposium on California Coast
Ranges.
Ohl Alpha, 7 p.m.. 104 South
13th. Speaker, Rev. Mel Boring.
Students for a Democratic Society, 7:13 p.m., Cafeteria A&B.
KAM, 7:45 p.m., JC101, guest
speaker.
TOMORROW
Circle K. 1:30 p.m., BEI.
Home Economics Club, 10:30
a.m. - 2:30 p.m. Fruitcake sale in
front of Home Economics on Seventh Street.
Amer lean Meteorological Society, 7:30 p.m., EN329. Mr. Jack
C. Thompson, professor of meteorology, will speak on "Economics
of Weather Forecasting Decisions."
German Club, 3:30 p.m., Cafeteria A. Slides of Heidelburg by
Rosemary Bonefort who studied in
Germany.
Newman Center, 7:30 p.m., Newman Center. Talk on the "New
Layman in the Church."

CIGS

19c
Kleenex
3 Hershey Bars

10c
5c

2 Rolls Toilet Paper

10c

1 Roll Jumbo Towels

19c

1 Box Cheer Soap

24c

2 Bars Ivory Soap ...

Sc

Ajax Cleanser

Sc

Crest large size

Hairstyling

Open

Located next to

Men’s Suits

Roberts hook store

chaketi:6

Story & King

Now $1"
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Sandpipers
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AMY 110. 1007
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25 S. 3rd St.

292-1052
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MONZA r

Whatever kind you smoke,
you owe it to yourself to
try MONZA Pipe Tobacco.
Your favorite pipe will give
you more pleasure when
you choose this imported
blend of the world’s fine
tobaccos.

TOBACCO
PILiwa

111

oNzA

move up to
THE IMPORTED PIPE TOBACCO
ONLY 300 A POUCH

M

For a COMPLIMENTARY pouch of MONZA PIPE TOBACCO.
send by to cover postage and handling with this
coupon to:
ROMICK’S INTERNATIONAL, INC.
P.O. BOX 3033, DEPT. 122
NO. HOLLYWOOD, CALIF. 91606
(Please Print)
Name
Street

City
Zip

TEll MEE,
TALK-A-MAIL KIT

WHEN YOU
BUY A NEW

RCA VICTOR

Olds 4-4-2. Three bucket-seat models: Holiday Coupe, Sports Coupe, Convertible.
OTHER OPTIONS
Power front disc brakes. UHV Transistorized Ignition. Anti -Spin Differential. Rally
Stripe. Rally Par, (clock, tach, engine
gauges). Sports console. Custom Sport
Steering Wheel. Radial -Ply Whitewalls.
Simulated -wire and Super Stock Wheels.
Special wheel discs. Others.
GENERAL
Wheelbase
Overall length
207.62’7
Overall width
76.2"
Overall height
5326.28"
8
Curb wt. (lb.) Holiday Coupe
Fuel capacity (gal.)
20
Headroom (Holiday Coupe).. front
e t 337..36:
6
Legroom (Holiday Coupe)
Hlproom (Holiday Coupe)
Tread

TAPE RECORDER
operates
anywhere

front 42.7"
rear 32.7"
front
ea 59.5"

front 59.0", rear 59.0"

SAFETY
And all tho new GM safety features are
standard on 4-4-2, Including energy -absorbing steering column.

Plus great $9.95 all:elle rarr)ing

of $54.90.

Novi ... make your letters really
"talk!" Record them on a new RCA
Victor tape recorder. And, to get you
started on this exciting new way to
correspond -a wonderful new "Talk,
A -Mail" Nit designed for use with all
RCA Victor battery-operated reel -to
reel models. Each kit contains two 2"
reels of recording tape, two empty
reels and 25 mailing envelopes. Don’t
write letters -tape ’em with this new
qalkA-Mail" Kit from RCA Victor!

29c

One Item With Minimum
Purchase of $2

CASH
DISCOUNT
ON MAJOR
BRAND
GASOLINE

411)

aii

for

Cordless 3" reel -toned l portable
weighs less than 5 pounds
Records anywhere, anytimoon foot
"C" batteries
Remote switch stops and starts
transport from mike
Two speeds -3i1,11Alln
Comes with batteries, microphone,
3" reel of tape, empty reel, splicing
tape and "Talk -A -Mail" Kit.

aftache carrying case

*A-LCAtinh

4th &

79 So. 3rd

6th & Keyes
10th & Taylor

297-71 I 1
(free lot parking)

Drive a ’68"youngmobile"from Oldsmobile

YAK

111.."140l

low price

lei

THE f,102;1" TRUCITED NAME IN ELECTRONICS
Plus

Puritan Oil Co.
13th & Julian

1.1.
,

Clearter3

otaen

CHASSIS and BODY
Suspension
Heavy-duty. Includes
heavy-duty springs and shocks, front and
rear stabilizers. Dual exhausts.
Steering ratio
24-to -1
Wheels
Heavy-duty 14-inch
with extra -wide rims
Tires
F70x14", Nylon -Cord
Wide -Oval Red -Lines

01.41111

th

State

DRIVE TRAIN
Tr-:nFmission
Fully synchronized,
heavy-duty 3 -on -the -floor
with Hurst Shifter
Optional: 4 -on -the -floor (close’ or wide.
ratio with Hurst Shifter) or Turbo Hydra Matic floor shift.
Prop shaft
Heavy-duty
Axle ratios (to 1)-2.56, 2.78, 3.08, 3.23,
3.42, 3.91, 4.33, 4.66
Optional: Heavy-duty axles (H.D. shafts,
bearings, differential gears), 3 ratios.

.)/(401,

i.0ropenee/

What kind do you smoke?

Reg. $1.93

The
facts of
life.

ENGINE
Type
Rocket V-8
Bore x stroke, inches
3.87 x 4.25
Displacement, cubic inches
400
Compression ratio
10.5 -to 1
Bhp
350* at 4800 rpm
Torque, lb. -ft
440 at 3200 rpm
CarburetIon
4-bbl.
Built-in Combustion Control System
provides constant carb air temperature.
Optional: Force -Air induction System.
Requires close-ratio 4-on -the -floor transmission or Turbo Hydra-Matic. 4.33 -to -1
axle, 360 bhp at 5400 rpm.
Optional: Cruising package: Includes
400 -CID V-8 with 2 -bbl. carb, 290 bhp,
940.1 compression, Turbo Hydra- Matic,
2.56 -to -1 axle. 325 -hp Rocket 400 V-8
with 4 -bbl. carb and 10.5 -to -1 compression ratio teams with Turbo Hydra-Matic.
Bhp 325 with Turbo Hydra-Matic.

ifitify

ASB Interviews

Interview, are currently being
held to fill the positions of rally
committee chairman and director
of freshman camp, Chris Tanimoto,
ASB personnel director, reported
today.

SPECIAL

Mon. through Sat.

9 a.in.-6 1).111.

Monday Night
Folk Singing
East San Jose

Psychological Service Associates, proach will be presentt,d beginning

a group of Los Angeles therapists with "Challenges of Humanistic
Psychology" at 8 p.m. Sunday.
pioneering an imaginative, compreThis first lecture-discussion will
hensive approach to psychotherapy be led by Dr.
James F. T. Bogen and group dynamics, will present till, author of "The Search for
a week-long program in San Fran- Authenticity."
cisco under the sponsorship of the
All of the programs will be held
Esalen Institute of Big Sur.
in Gresham Hall in Grace CatheCombining a humanistic, exist- dral for $3 per session, or $10 for
ential, and innovative approach, the series.
the group uses perspectives from
The topic of "Is A New Man
a variety of disciplines: traditional Coming Into Being?" will close
psychoanalysis, the difference be- the week-long program by explortween East and West, studies of ing the implications of such deliterature and theatre, and the velopments as the hippies, the ingeneration gap.
terpenetration of Eastern and
Each evening a different ap- Western values, the rise of a psy- chedelic ethic, and the increasing
at
to existentialism.

This Week’s
Dry Cleaning

Razor cuts &

k

Spartaguide

,iili’nlsst tidying at the
-a
of Madrid as part of
-I
, College International
Program were recently
iateil by Chancellor and Mrs.
len S. Dumke.
The students are Alejandro Alirez, Karen Michaeloff, Eliette
lemand, Suzanne Kaiden, Ruben
i;onzales and Joan Murphy.
’
During the visit, at the invitation of the university, Chancellor
Dionke held discussions with rectors. faculty members, government
officials iind U.S. ambassadors.
There are approximately ’275
stati-. college students currently
st 11,1 .ing abroad under the int ernat iitna I program this year. During
th, list five years, 1,000 students
liave participated.
Applications are now being accepted for the sixth academic year,
I998-69. Information is available
in the Student Activities Office.
\l ,N117,l.

6
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Spartan Woes Continue, 30-6
itssT1NE
By BEN \
Spartan Bail) sports Editor
SJS’ football defensive unit defeated the California Bears Saturday afternoon at Berkeley in perhaps its best performance of the
season. But the battle of the score,
board was d different story. Cal:

won the game with a whopping
30-0 score as the Spartan utlense
pla)ed its usual game of givawa)
The Spartan pattern of getting
behind quickly by committing cart ous ball -handling errors was installed early as the Bears had 23

Hoe bay "en ice
..t.sttatttts

&

I ohuare I

onto

Our Specialty
107c DISCM \I
\Sit (:
Art 1:leaner,
Work of

291-19110

Lira

rt"

_

points by the middle of the second , on the Spartans’ eight. Four plays
later- 20-0.
quarter.
The Spartans finally got to Cal
Cal took the opening kickoff for
it: first score, a 37-yard field goal territory at the 48, but Holman
by Ron Miller, and then SM. fumbled while attempting to pasand Cal recovered on State’s -II
bungling began.
Halfback Danny Anderson (lan- ,’ A 40-yard field goal by Millet
Ided on SJS first play from the made it 23-0 with 6.23 elapsed ,it
line of scrimmage and Cal’s Ken the second period.
ri I
Both teams ’sired TI
Wiedemzin recovered on State’s 31.
The Spartans defense held but fourth quarter. Cal goal,iI
Miller’s 39 yard field goal made in eight plays and SJS
yards in eight plays with Holman
the score 6-0.
over from the one.
Wiedeman intercepted a Dann) I running
Dwight Tucker earned lineman 1
[F.,1:11:tn pass that went through
game honors as he turned in I
Shockley’s hands, and Cal of the
while going both I
t list ball on SJS’ 15. Four plays a strong game
six aerials for
a ter -13-0.l ways. lie caught
yards.
SJS began to move the ball 106
%%hen it regained possession, but
when the drive stalled at the State
It. Holman’s punt was blocked and
(*al had a first and goal situation

k

ilms\ AGE\

Il liart; (

H /REIGN CARS.
6395 and up
1 Repair,: (Part, all extra.)
Tone-np

4k 7.911

Clutch Joh

$15.00

\ aRe

Job

itr.,k,

,J oh

Prices

German Made

WEB III.1I)ES
S
POI
11E11/ kAll’ (;1,1SS
lit B Ckl’S
( .I.(
DIS(:
11111{. liONT
111
I.ER
\ IA\ GEN El{ 1TOR

.79
1.35
1.25
1.35
5.95
7.95
5.95
29.90

Factor% Ctiardilleitil

S19.90

III l’)//v U ork at Line

pincEs

Ai4count4 up to SO percent

SIRAKY MOTORS
\\’11.1.:
Bet s een olfe and Hain Roads

939 E. El Camino Real
736-9720

-

Judo Team
Owes Much
To Reputation

Since recognized as a national
collegiate sport for only six years,
judo has been dominated by one
school- -San Jose State.
The Spartans have six consecutive NCAA championships under
their "black" belts and shouldn’t
have too much trouble making it
seven this year with four NCAA
individual champs returt.ing.
Coach Yosh Uchida attributes
much of SJS’ success on its reputation. "We have high school boys
on the team who have turned down
academic scholarships at other
schools just to be a member of
our judo team," Uchida said.
Uchida says, "It’s just like a
football player wanting to sit on
the Notre Dame bench rather than
play at some other school."
This championship team will be
in its first big match Wednesday
against California, St:iitt ii and
at will
San Francisco State. The
7 p.m.
he in the Spartan Ilyte

ttit

FALLEN SPARTAN - Center halfback Gary
lacini hits the ground, the victim of a pulled
muscle, in the Spartans 3-1 win over British

Columbia. SJS’ Fred Nourzad
Romswinckel (6) pursue the ball.

Kickers Thump Davis, 5-2

discount records, i

ENTIRE
CATALOG

SALE

RCA VICTOR

2

69

99

LIST: 5.79

LIST: 4.79

RED SEAL
CLASSICS

LH ROPINIRE

WITH

ANNA MOFFO
ARTUR RUBENSTEIN
LEONTYNE PRICE
JULIAN BREAM
ERIC LEINSDORF

POPS & JAll:
JEFFERSON AIRPLANE
THE YOUNG BLOODS
GLEN YARBROUGH
ROD McKUEN
HENRY MANCINI
DUKE ELLINGTON

FIDDLER ON THE
ROOF
SOUND OF MUSIC
HELLO DOLLY
SOUTH PACIFIC
BRIGADOON

INCLUDING

New
RapidShaveLime...
Its a whole new kick
=

in Shavirkg!

RAP
SHA

Look for the I trne-green can
,aou

RAPID
SHAVE

VINTAGE

FATS WAILER JACK TEAGARDEN
JELLY ROLL MORTON KING OLIVER
AND MANY MORE

2.99

POP SPECIALS ... only
PINK FLOYD
ALL MONKEES
CHOCOLATE
WATCHBAND
IT MUST BE HIM:
VIKKI CARR

d

I ARCTST Sir FCTION

THE BOX TOPS
CAPT. BEEFHART
VANILLA FUDGE
CABBAGES & KINGS:
CHAD & JEREMY
(PC S! PR,CIS

iscount
records

Farrokh gave the Aggies their
final score when he slammed one
past Spartan goalkeeper Rod Mora,
who took over in the second half
for Frank Mangiola.
Bob Reed on offense and Bert
Manriquez and Zeljko Pavic (a
second half starter) were partly
responsible for the Spartans getting 45 shots and the Aggies only
six.

OVER 21?
NEED $5?
DO THIS NOW!

Intramurals

FALL SPORTS
Bowling continues tomorrow at
.3:45 p.m. at Alma Bowl.
Hunch basketball will be played
tomorrow starting at 6 p.m.
Eighteen games are on tap. Winners of the 14 leagues and two
independent teams will advance to
the elimination tournament on
, Nov. 30.
The last day for soccer entries _
is Thursday.
There will be a soccer team captains meeting Thursday at 3:30
p.m. in MG201.
The Turkey trot will be run
Tuesday, Nov. 21, The course is
from in front of the cafeteria on
Seventh Street to Spartan Stadium anti back.

BLOOD IS NEEDED
Mon. thni Fri. 7 oan.-3 p.m.
294-6636

40 Bassett St.
San Jose

STUDIO
292-6778

396 SOUTH FIRST ST.

SIDNEY POITIER
WITH LOVE"
"TO SIR,
plus
"GEORGY GIRL"
DISCOUNT WITH AS8 CARD

SPAGHETTI
ALL YOU CAN EAT
MONDAY -THURSDAY
OPEN 6 AM.-I I P.M.
72 E. Santa Clara

ANGELO’S

STEAK
HOUSE

Do You Want a Thick,
Juicy, Delicious
Steak,
But Do.:’t Think You Can Afford It?
20c soft drink with purchase over 59c. Must show
body card or this od. Offer good all year.

F4F

ofudnA

DELICIOUS DINN:7S AT VERY REASONABLE PRICES
.89
1/2 Lb. Ground Round
1.29
Top Sirloin
1.49
Now York Steak
1.99
16 Oz. T-Bone
.29 & .49
Burgers
.74
Steerburgers
.79
Steak Sandwich
1.19
Chicken Plate

MONDAY NITE SPECIAL
1.09
TOP SIRLOINinner

DRAFT BEER

D:served with roll, french fries, or

baked potato.

rimeliedo 71.0d4

DURAS ACCOUNTS INVITED

STEAKHOUSE

IUJase ,tare ’raid
The Ernp,urr 1.8
1)1.1 plI St eeeee

.or

US! YOUR RT:IMITRICAM

LIME,

ry

E.:

USE YOUR MASTER CHARGE OR FIRST NATIONAL CARO
Free Parking - Free Gift Wrapping

inc..

REGULAR
AND MENTHOL

SERIES

hadi Farrokh pumped in for 4-1.
With two ’minutes to go in the
third quarter, right wing Bob
Boogard got the Spartans a 5-1
lead when he backed up a shot by
Arango in front of the goal.

DDIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIJIIIIIIIIIItIIIIIIIIIILt

Deadline for badminton entries
is Wednesday, Nov. 22, Competition begins on Monday, Nov. 27.

BROADWAY SHOWS:

PLUS THE RCA

Art

SF State Next

DAVIS-Spartan boaters naive, I to a tea:II:nate hut it rolled into
to within one game of an undefeat- the net untouched for a 2-0 Spured season Saturday by whipping tan lead.
Near the end of the opening
the Cal Aggies 5-2.
SJS ran its conference record to quarter, left wing Fred Nourzad
5-0-1 and overall mark to 9-0-1 took a pass down the left side of
and faces San Francisco State the field and dribbled to within
Tuesday in its final league game.
about five yards of the Aggie goal
With eight minutes gone in the where he scored despite being
first period, center forward Ed
closely guarded.
Storch sent a pass to inside right
The Spartans grabbed a 4-0 halfHenry Camacho who slammed it
over the outstretched arms of the time lead with 6:30 remaining in
the second quarter when left half
Davis goalie for 1-0.
Three minutes later, right wing Art Rornswinckel headed in the
Hernan Arango tried to center one ball in front of the vacated net.
Davis got on the scoreboard at
five minutes into the second half
OPEN EVE. TO 9.30
when a Spartan player failed to
SAT. TO 6
report to the referee on entering
SAN JOSE’S LARGEST, MOST COMPLETE
the game. The oversight gave the
RECORD STORE -OVER 40,000 LP’s
Aggies a penalty shot which Tha-

ONE
WEEK
ONLY

(8) and

SAN JOSE 99C N REDWOOD AVE. 246-3474
SAN FRANCISCO, BERKELEY,MENLO PARK

23

No. Market St.

Downtown

San Jose

Open

From

I I 00 A.M.

297.9689

Available For Banquets and Parties

A

Mr. Ron Griffin
PRESENTS
/1/

-911.ilartf
HAIR STRAIGHTENING
for the active coed - a must for the

Ready, Set, Go, LOOK!
$5 plus set
.,9njlanl cram our

Hair Cut
Shampoo and Set

$2
$2

29 E. Santa Clara

295-5535

Offer Good Until Nov. 17, 1967

Golden Touch Beauty Salon
ENDS WEDNESDAY

Leehte

"The Agony and The Ecsfacy"
& "How to Steal a Million"

Al arned.1
297-3060

14.3.3 I ILL,

STARTS THURSDAY

.RICRaRD LESTER’s

"INW I

Simon and Garfunkel
To Perform at Civic
Paul Simon and Art Garfunkel, more popularly known as
Simon and Garfunkel, will sing
at the San Jose Civic Auditorium, Friday night at 8:30.
The pair began singing together at the age of 13, and are
well known for their first hit,
"The Sounds of Silence," and
others such as "I Am A Rock."
and "A Hazy Shade of Winter."
Like many so-called "overnight successes," they worked
and rehearsed many long hours
before they were discovered.
When it was time for college,
the two parted, meeting only for
sporadic jaunts to Europe.
In a curious reversal of the
usual chain of events, they became popular in England and
were successful in their own
country only

after

their first

ISO To Sponsor
Dinner On Friday

Walt

gr.

The International Student Organization (ISO) will hold an
Indian dinner Friday from 6 to 8
p.m. in honor of Diwali, the Indian Festival of Lights which
celebrates the changing of the
seasons.
Tickets to the event, which
will feature Indian entertainment, are 75 cents for ISO members and $1.25 for the general
public. It will be held at the
First Christian Church, 80 So.
Fifth. Tickets may be purchased
in ADM201.
The menu includes chicken
curry, garbanzo bean curry,
spiced India rice with vegetables,
and Indian bread.

"JETZT"
*NOW!
All students who receive their Bachelors or
Masters Degree in January, June or August
must sign up now to have their portraits taken
or the Spring 1968 issue of "SPARTA LIFE."

Make your appointment in J -I03, Department
of Journalism and Advertising. Office hour:
8 a.m. to 12 noon; 1 p.m. to 5 p.m.

AFROTC Meeting
A general Air Force ROTC
orientation meeting for all interested students will be held
Wednesday at 12:30 to 1:20 p.m.
in E132.
Discussion.s and speakers will
cover the subject of educational
opportunities in the Air Force,
and a movie on the college Air
Force-FIGIM-esarriusaltant
l 4,e
shown. A question and answer
period will follow the movie.
Lt. Col. George Browning, professor of aerospace studies, will
be the keynote speaker,

SPECIAL!
EVERY MONDAY

69’

8 Inch pizzas
all varieties

EVERY TUESDAY

35,

Spaghetti*
regular size

Red Ram
109h & William St.
San Jose

295-3805

Open at 4 P.M. Daily

Research Center
Plans Open House
The Center for Interdisciplinary Studies will hold an open
house for the college community
on Wednesday from 10 a.m. to
4 p.m, Faculty and students may

visit the center at Building F,
296 5, Ninth, and become acquainted with current activities.
The active projects at the center are funded by federal grants
totaling about $770,000. The

deviance and deprivation.
The center is engaged

in

Tourney

Most Florsheint styles $1995 to $2795 / Most Imperial styles $3795

FLORSHEIM SHOE SHOP

Registration

Co-Ree will sponsor an all college volleyball tournament
Wednesday at 7:30 p.m. Interested students may register
through 12:30 p.m. today at a
booth set up in front of the
bookstore.

DOWNTOWN 71 S. Is+ St.
9 a.m. to 9 p.m. Mon. & Thurs.
9 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. other days
VALIDATED PARKING

ANNOUNCEMENTS 111
BETWEEN MARGARET & VIRGINIA TOM, Dic4 & Harry are busy cleaning
ttheir cars on 5, 1st St. at ASTOR’S
COIN OP AUTO WASH. Open 24.

AUTOMOTIVE 121
’55 CHEVY AUTOMATIC transmission.
$199. ’61 Tempest, stand. trans. $399.
Both good cond. 299-4652.

’59 AUSTIN HEALEY. 4 new tires, R&H,
good body & interior, sound mech.
$825. Call 241-6269.

BOOST WARDROBE AT modest prices.
Clothing, accessories, all occasions
Stanford Convalescent Thrift Shop, 30
S. Market. M -F 10-4, Sat, 10.2.
SKIS, HEAD, COMP. DH, 220cm, $100.
Excellent condition. Bottoms perfect.
Call 296.2674.
COLOR PHOTOS: LAGUNA SECA.
Action shots of Grand Prix. Any size,
low prices. 293-1821.
REDECORATED 2 STORY HOME 13
rooms. 21/2 baths, full basement & attic,
within walking distance of SJS. Ideal
for campus .p.nups, organizations, or
large family - 485 E. Reed. 297-8250
after 2 p.m

Appointments should be made
in advance through your
College Placement Office

Pratt &
Whitney
Aircraft
IAn

ON/SioN n.

Equal Ossmtunlly

A.,swv

oneS

terror

SPECIALISTS IN ROWER
. POWER fOR PRoPULSiON-POLYFR fon AUXILIARY SYSTEMS
CURRENT UTILIZATIONS INCLUDE AIRCRAFT. MISSILES SPACE VEHICLES, Maniac AND INDUSTRIAL APPLICATiarit

9:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. Sat.

’62 VW W/ ’65 engine w/ 13,000 mi.
Body damaged but legal. Must sell
$425. 378.5885 after 5 p.m.

To Place
an ad:

’59 ENG. FORD "THAMES" VAN, on.
dows all around, bed. Great ron4, ’66
engine. $750. Coll 251-8006.

’66 HONDA DREAM 300 CC. 7,500
miles. $399. Must sell.
7723. after 7 pm.

Call

Plul

294

speed. power steering, radio, tinted
olass. deluxe wheeis, 23,000 miles, $1895,
245.3724.

’60 BUICK, R/H, must sell, clean, excellent condition. Make offer. Call
Chris 323-3348 after 6 p.m.
’65 vw BUS - Sunroof. MUST SELL
der trade or sell for $1,..
25, aL,J est. 23 dsys: 258 3723 evr,
FOR SALE 131
AUTHENTIC SHIP’S HATCHCOYERS
sandblasted ready for finishing. Make
jr own Spanish coffee .11’s’n We
show you how! 59 .77
1
T ’0.50. Call 292-5148.

FREE FLYING INSTRUCTIONS: Guarantee monthly salary, must be Jan grad.
with 20/20 vision. Men only apply, call
CUSTOM
your U. S. Air Force at 295.2010.

Minimum
Three lines
One day
3 lines
4 lines
5 lines
6 lines
Add this
amount for
each addr
trona! line

Two days

One day
1.50
2.00
2.50- 3.00

FRAME COLOR slides past
286.4903 after 3 p.m. Small

MONTHS OLD male Husky/
Answers to name of "Crush294-2464. REWARD.
PERSONALS 171
MADE CONTEMPORARY
rings. Original jewelry in cast

WANTED: MALE STUDENT to do yard gold & silver. Geo. Larimore 354.1273/
work Sat. and/or Sun. Call 356-4804 354-8200.
after 5 p.m.
NOW OPEN: FARRELLS ENGLISH Fish
& Chips Shop. S. 11th & E. San Carlos.
WANTED: PERSON TO exchange life Authentic
recipe from the Old Country.
housekeeping &
&

some babysitting
2925779.

board. Call

for Open

4

p.m. to 10 p.m. daily.

HASHERS WANTED: GIRLS boerding
0
’11 2V1 69611

SERVICES 181

HOUSING IS)

EXQUISITE,
REASONABLE TYPING
done by Miss Carey - call 293.4700.
Close to SJS. Mimeo slightly higher
per page.

TYPING.

EXPERIENCED

EXPERT TYPIST-THESIS, term papers.

Tuesday & Thursday
I I a.m. to 12 p.m. and
2 p.m. until 3 p.m.

handy order blank.
Send in
27,
Enclose cash or check. Make NEED 1 OR 2 FEMALE ROOMMATES 5399.50 JET TO AMSTERDAM,
TO share 2 bdrm. apt. near SJS. Prefer
.1t. 4. French stuoy .t.oursn
check out to Spartan Daily upper div. students. 351 S. 11th St
,rt ALLIANCE FRANCAISE
#14. 298-0977.
errnan
course available too.
Classifieds.
Prof. r --It 9875 Santa Monica Blvd..
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to share Beve.
s 1213) 274-0729.
new spaciOus apt. with 2 others. 850/
SPARTAN DAILY CLASTIFEDS
Phone 294-6414, Ext. 2465 me 439 S. 4th St. #19 292 0853.
HALLS OF IVY. Women’s housing apt
1914.

LIKE HAVING A
PERSONAL SALESMAN
RING 23.000 DOORBELLS

No refunds possible on canceled ads. Print your ad here:
(Count approximately 33 letters and spaces for each line)

Three days Four days

Five days

2.00
2.50
3.00
3.50

2.25
2.75
3.25
3.75

2.40
2.90
3.40
3.90

2.50
3.00
3.50
4.00

.50

.50

.50

.50

CHECK A CLASSIFICATION
I.’ Airmen ernerrls ill
Lt Automotive (:)
U tot Salo ON

, ,
I I

fast

APT. RENT - I girl Mirno. Clean, etc. Phone 258-4335.
block from SJS. 37 S. 5th St. 297- TYPING - THESIS, TERM pacers. etc.
g433
Experienced and fast. Phone 269.8674.
ROOM FOR RENT. One girl $35,’mo. TV’S FOR RENT. Special student rates
37 5. 5th St. Clean, 1/2 block from $8 and $9 per month. Call 377.2935.
SJS. 297-6433.
EXPERT TYPIST - FAST. Will do e’l
kinds 01 TVPin.4 on elect. type. Reason
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to nb’e Wes.
Call 292-3901.
share house with 4 others. $40/mo. 294TYPING -- TERM PAPERS, manuscripts.
8352 anytime.
snable. Work ouaran.
4
20 ACRE PARCEL. Santa’ Cruz SA-,
Off County Road. $15,000. A tei
buy at $5.000 down and terms.
TRANSPORTATION 19)
agent 438.0400. Eves. 377.4357.

Print Name

.50

AND

NEED 1 FEMALE ROOMMATE im- Term papers. etc. Call 264-8592.
mediately. 428 S. 11th Sf ;6- $37.50/
mo. with pool. Call 298-2683, after 5 TYPING IN MY HOME. IBM Pica. Cell
243-6313 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.

Monday, Wednesday & Friday
10:30 a.m. to 12 p.m.
2 p.m. until 3 p.m.

top, runs good. 5575/offer. Call 293.
0379 after 4 p.m.

LOST AND FOUND 161

WANTED: GUITAR TEACHERS. Class- LOST: 1/2
ical and Rock & Roll. Contact Jerry
C
Gordon. Ferguson Music. 292-0143,
reward.
LOST: 4
HASHERS NEEDED. Sig. Ep. House. 234 Shepherd.
S. 11th St. Call 293.9320, anytime.
Call
er.’
Good food.

room

Call at
Classified Adv.
Office - J206

’61 SPRITE, ROLL bar, wide tires, good

HELP WANTED 14/

CLASSIFIED RATES

WEDNESDAY, NOV. 15

3059 Stevens Creek Blvd.
9:30 a.m. to 9:30 p.m. weekdays

Spartan Daily Classifieds

ENGINEERING SCIENCE,

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS

The LAUREL ...$19.95

sponsored research, discussions,
conferences OM! symposiums.

’66 BUICK, SKYLARK Gran Sport, 4.

ENGINEERING MECHANICS

Florsheim Shoes -built better to
wear longer, so you save money in
the long run. Enjoy the genuine
economy of Florsheim quality.
Value!

center has research groups in
the areas of intergroup relations, manpower research, communications and media research,
technology and social change and

$2500. Joan Hammer, 795 Morse St.,
295.9096.

for Seniors and Graduates in MECHANICAL, AERONAUTICAL,
ELECTRICAL, CHEMICAL,
CIVIL, MARINE,
INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING,
PHYSICS, CHEMISTRY,
METALLURGY, CERAMICS,
MATHEMATICS, STATISTICS,
COMPUTER SCIENCE,

Cr SRI’ SN:

HARSHEN
VALUE
$1995

record, which sold over a inillion copies.
Not at all in the mainstream
of "message music." Simon and
Garfunkel are inclined to see
subtleties where others see gospel, and Simon’s pet peeve is
"people who are always suit’
they are right."
Their material tends largely
toward personal experience,
Simon is responsible for music
and lyrics, Garfunkel for vocal
arrangements.

CHEAP WHEELS: $260 buys a pair.
64 Yamaha 250. 5 speed, clean, reliable gas.oil mix. 296.0880 6 p.m.
1967 PEUGEOT sta. wan., 7,000 miles.

ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES

Monday. November 17 1,47

Wxerril rII
tlineong

0 Lost and Found (6)

Personls (1)
!wish el {.8)

U Transportation (9)

Days

Address

Enclosed is

City

Phone

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER, OR CASH TO. SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS,
SAN IOSE STATE COLLEGE, SAN 105I, CAI IF. 95114
Please allow 2 days after placing for ad to appear.

Lynda’s Ineations
Sent by President
Al’,
NV:V.IIINGTox
wedding in,
,seie
the ioeNittetitial
led lust weekend to sums- 501.1
lilends and relatives for the marriage of Lynda Bird Johnson and
Marine Capt. Charles S. Robb.
Lynda Johnson, whose wedding
is to be Dee. 9, is the first daughter of a President to be married
In the White House since 1914
and the invitations are a collector’s
item.
Guests also are receiving a small
curd inviting thern to the White
House reception following the
traditional
the
and
ceremony
smaller response card is included.

,6SPARTAN DAILY
i
Monday. November 13. 1967!

Job Placement Applications Available on Campus
January graduates may sign up
for appoititmetits dully in the
Placement Center, Adm. 234. Signups begin Tuesday fur the inter- 1
views of the following week.

Chevron Cliendcol

City of Los Angeles, Bureau of
tmgisseerme,

ESDAY, Nov. 14

Russ. Bailey & Smart
General Electric Company
Ernst & Ernst
Seattle-First National Bank
Continental Can Company

L. H. Penney & Company
United States Steel Corporation
Arthur Young & Company
Syntex Laboratories, Inc.
Ampex Corporation
Defense Contract Audit Agency

The Emporium
Enjoy Chemical Co. & Humble
Oil & Refining Co.
Hewlett-Packard Company
WEDNESDAY, Nov. 15
General Atomic
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft
Schwabacher & Company
Armstrong Cork Company
Sears, Roebuck and Company
City
oi Los Angeles, Dept
Price Waterhouse & Company
Coast Geodetic Survey ESSAi
Waier ,nd Power

FRIDAY, Nov. IT
Mont-

Lyht and, Ross Bros. &
gomery

THURSDAY, Nov. 16

Council Interviews
To Fill Unoccupied
Sophomore Position

Forbes & Company

The R. T. French Company
R. J. Reynolds ’Tobacco Company
Interviews are nssw !wing held
San Francisco City & County
to fill the sophomore representative seat recently left vacant by
the resignation of sophomore Doug
DeCosta.
Applications and sign-up sheets
It-lowa, opposing a bill to create are available. at the College Union,
a Product Safety Commission, 315 S. Ninth St.
which, among other things, would
The vacant position of senior
seek to eliminate hazardous wash- representative was filled at last
ing machines. The bill won pass- week’s council meeting with the
age.
appointment of Tony Quintero,

Gross Opposes Safety Bill

Humble Oil & Refining Company
The CECO Corporation
By The Asmoelated Press
Naval Missile Center
"If a few more women would
General Mills, Inc.
stay home and take care of their
Arthur Andersen & Company
children, there wouldn’t be so
Del Monte Corp. (Calif. Pack- many of them getting their fingers
ing
In a wr;rsger." - Rep. II. R. Gross,

of

F

Burroughs Corporation
Haskins & Sells

TUUCtle.

Air Force Flight Test Center
MONDAY, Nov. IS

John

Mattel, Inc. Toyrnakers
Zerisx Corportit loll

SPA TAN
STARTS WEDNESDAY

THINKING OF TRIPPING OU*T
ASA*. FOR THANKSGIVING?
TRIP OUT ON PSA

PA*UL NEWMAN

imasir4

707 FAN JETS

’COOL HAND *LUKE

L*OWEST *AIRFARE TO LOS ANGELES
$11.43 PLUS TAX

cki Chalet
244 So. 210 St
Sun

"Wttitin!, For *Winter954
IIN John 0.1Ia*ra
"CapitalismTilt. l’nknown ideal
954
n Rand
l)\

Jots

YOU "DESIGN" IT

ti;\COLLEGE
RING
rfrii, A,

TURTLE-NECK SHIRTS

Men’, and Women’s Imported cotton In many colors:
Powder. White. Navy, Burgendy. and Yellow.

INITIALS ENGRAVED FREE

$4.95

BOOK

Men", and Women’s nylon Turtle necks
these come in solid colors, stripes, and eatterns.

$4.95 to $8.95

cal*iff mini book co., ltd.
134 e. san fernando
-an ’lose

FREE MUSTANG!

-FT

Freeman’s

Featured Paper Backs
At Cal Book

Heed 1:z. Fischer

Kneissl

Lange

Molitior

STORE

Roffe

The SKI CHALET is the place to fill all your skiing needs
SALES RENTAL
SERVICE

1..X..111PLE:

Free mustang model to any interested San Jose State student. Just come
in and see PETE ELLIS, San Jose State sales representative. PETE can
Ovow you a good selection of new FORDS and fine used cars. USED CARS
FROM 588.

AT ODIF1:1

(s) IL\ l’REEC

’66 Falcon
4 door, TMJ 324
stick
$54/mo.

67 *CAMARO!!
$2588
V-8, auto.
will finance!!

J

SALE

Answer Word: Spartan Daily

Va*rious
Topic*s

Clue: You’ll find this in little
Yellow boxes all over

HOLIDAY *FORD

campus.

One at FORD’S better ideas

cpartan Seekitere
RIGHT ON CAMPUS

650 EL CAMINO, SUNNYVALE

How to

Contest Rult.,
I. Only currentiv enrolled SJS students may enter.
2. Students are limited to one entry per person. Span sit Daily staff members
may not enter.
3. All entries become property of the Spartan Daily.
4. ’The Spartan Daily and/or San JOAO State College is not responsible for
entries that are lost or stolen.
5. Every entry must he filled out completely, without any erasures, to be
considered by the judges.
6. In the eselli that two or .... re entries have the rorrert answer. the conto the tiebreaker will
testant %shoo comes the closest to the correct
be the %inner. In rase of a lie on the special quest’
, an additional tiebreaker will be given to dete
first place.
7. All
plimentary flight passes on PSA expire in 00 tlays.
8.
Spartan Daily reser%es the right to extentl deadlines and to make ally
tit eeasary OM I i
or add.
, il) the rules.
0. Persons tlesinated his the Spartan Daily shall constitute the panel of
of the winjudges. their ilei
s shall be final regarding deterniittair
ners and di,tptalificati llll iii entrants for any reason.
10. Entry submission signifies entrants acceptance of the contest rules and

Tin.

judges deeisione.
II. No one

Know Your Campus And Win Valuable Prizes
By Playing Spartan S-p-e-l-1-0-u-t

Spartan Spell-Out

1. Find the asterisked letters in the advertisements above.
2. Write tach of the asterisked letters in the grid pros ided in the box at the
right.
3. Using the letters in the grid I not all letters will bt used) fill in the blanks
for the contest word. using the wtekly clue as a guide.
or person 011 tlie San Jose Stale
4. The c
st uord still be a place,
Campus, i.t. Dr. Clark, Centennial Hall, Homecoming Parade etc.
5. Answer the tie-breaker question.
fo. Fill in the cowl
at the right and bring it to the Spartan Daily Classified
ednesilay, of this weekIi,’. einiteAl rusts
’office. J. C. 2",.. heron- 1 11.111.,
NI lay, entries due W elhoe,laN

may win more than I PSA flight during the contest period.

What You Can
A in:

your Spartan Spell -Out entry
blank. Pieitee ilo not staple, spindle.
nuttilate or bite, just enter!
This

PRIZE:

Name

PSA

City

The Dow -Jones Industrial Average may
be heard on most news broadcasts or
read in the financial section of
newspapers.

TIE-BREAKER

Address

Round-trip
flight to
Los Angeles on

San Jose

TODAY!
HARDBOUND BOOK

Asterisked Letters
I.

Phone

Estimate what the Dow-Jones Industrial AversIto
will be at the close of the market on Thurbiley,
November 2.

ASB Number

This Weeks Spartan
Spell-Out is:

2nd through
5th prizes:
Tu.,. tickets to each
%vilifier for I: A theatre.
member In. 1967.
Give it a try!

Open nights
Monday *through
Thursday
9 until 9
Open all ’day
Saturday 9 P.M.
until 5 P.M.

330 South 10th St

SPECIALS THIS *WEEK
’64 T-Bird
Landau ONW 604
full power, air
$69/mo.

IN
COLOR

with *GEORGE KENNEDY and J.D. CANNON

(1 tie:
"New light is nowt
on the subject"
In case of error, look for correction in tomorrow’s paper

